
Symbolic Logic 

 
Classical or Aristotelian logic 

The traditional account of syllogistic reasoning, in which certain 

interpretations of categorical propositions are presupposed. 

 

Modern or modern symbolic logic 

The account of syllogistic reasoning accepted today. It differs in 

important ways from the traditional account. 

 

I. Modern Logic and Its Symbolic Language 

We need a general theory of deduction, which must have two 

objectives: 

1. to explain the relations between premises and conclusions in 

deductive arguments 

2. to provide techniques 

 

I. Modern Logic and Its Symbolic Language 

Modern logic does not build on the system of syllogisms 

1. first, identify the fundamental logical connectives.  

2. second, because words are vague, require an artificial symbolic 

language in which logical relations can be formulated with precision. 

 

The Importance of Symbols 

1. Symbols get to the heart of the argument, exhibiting its essential 

nature without having to think too much. 

- The indo-Arabic numbers (1,2,3…) are improved symbolic 

language to replace the cumbersome roman numerals (I, 

V, X, L…) 

- To multiply 113 by 9 is easy, but CXIII by IX is not so.  

2. Less elegant than analytical syllogistics, but More powerful. 

 

2. The symbols for conjunction, negation, and disjunction 

The blind prisoner has a red hat or the blind prisoner has a white 

hat. – (compound statement) 

The blind prisoner does not have a red hat. - (Simple statement) 

Therefore the blind prisoner has a white hat. 

 

Simple and compound statements 

Simple statement - A statement that does not contain any other 

statement as component. 

Fatima is sweet. 

Compound statement – A statement that contains two or more 

statements as components.  

Fatima is sweet and Fatima is pretty. 

 

A. Conjunction 

Fatima is Sweet and Fatima is pretty 

We form conjunction by placing the word “and” between them 

The two statement combined are called “Conjuncts” 

First conjunct “Fatima is sweet”  

Second conjunct “Fatima is pretty” 

To connect statements conjunctively, we use the dot (●) where P 

and Q are conjuncts. Hence,  P●Q. 

Fatima is Sweet and Fatima is Pretty = S●P 

 

 

 

 

 

Truth functionality  

Truth value - The status of any statement as true or false (T or F). 

Truth-functional component - Any component of a compound 

statement whose replacement there by any other statement having 

the same truth value would leave the truth value of the compound 

statement unchanged. 

Truth-functional compound statement - A compound statement 

whose truth value is determined wholly by the truth values of its 

components. 

Truth-functional connective - Any logical connective (e.g., 

conjunction, disjunction, material implication and material 

equivalence) between the components of a truth functionally 

compound statement. 

 

Truth value of conjunction 

Where P is true and Q is true, P●Q is true. 

Where P is true and Q is false, P●Q is false. 

Where P is false and Q is true, P●Q is false. 

Where P is false and Q is false, P●Q is false. 

 

Formulating conjunction 

Byron was a great poet and an adventurer. = P●A 

Lewis and Clark were famous explorers. = L●C  

As shown in the truth table, A conjunction is true if and only if both 

of its conjuncts are true. 

Truth table – a display of all possible combinations of the truth 

values of their simple components. 

 

Other words to use the dot 

The English words “but,” “yet,” “also,” “still,” “although,” 

“however,” “moreover,” “nevertheless,” and so on, and even the 

comma and the semicolon, can also be used to conjoin two 

statements into a single compound statement, and in their 

conjunctive sense they can all be represented by the dot symbol. 

 

B. Negation 

The negation (or contradictory or denial) of a statement in English is 

often formed by the insertion of a “not” in the original statement. 

Express Negation by prefixing to it the phrase “it is false that” or “it 

is not the case that.” 

It is customary to use the symbol “~”, called a curl or a tilde, to form 

the negation of a statement. (Again, some books use the symbol “-” 

for negation.) 

 

C. Disjunction 

The disjunction (or alternation) of two statements is formed in 

English by inserting the word “or” between them. The two 

component statements so combined are called disjuncts (or 

alternatives). 

 

Ambiguity of the word “or”: two types of disjunction 

Inclusive disjunction – “or” has the sense of “either, possibly both”, 

sometimes means “and/or” – Latin vel 

Benefits are given in the event of sickness or unemployment. 

Strong or exclusive disjunction – “or” means “at least one and at 

most one”, latin aut 

Salad or Ice Cream. 

Symbol for Disjunction  

Our symbol for disjunction, called a wedge “V”(or, less frequently, a 

vee, or vel) is also a truth-functional connective.  



Truth value of disjunction 

Where P is true and Q is true, PvQ is true. 

Where P is true and Q is false, PvQ is true. 

Where P is false and Q is true, PvQ is true. 

Where P is false and Q is false, PvQ is false. 

The first specimen argument presented in this section was a 

disjunctive syllogism. 

(A syllogism is a deductive argument consisting of two premises and 

a conclusion.) 

The blind prisoner has a red hat or the blind prisoner has a white 

hat. (DISJUNCTION) 

The blind prisoner does not have a red hat. (NEGATION) 

Therefore the blind prisoner has a white hat.  

 

FORMULATING DISJUNCTION 

With same subject or same predicate, compress. 

“Either Smith is the owner or Smith is the manager” might 

equally well be stated as “Smith is either the owner or the 

manager,” and either one is properly symbolized as OvM 

And “Either Red is guilty or Butch is guilty” may be stated as “Either 

Red or Butch is guilty”; either one may be symbolized as RvB 

 

Other words to use the wedge 

The English word “unless,” if often used to form the disjunction of 

two statements. 

‘you will do poorly in the exams unless you study’ 

 PvS 

 

d. Punctuation 

2x3+5 

(2x3)+5 or 2x(3+5) 

“The teacher says john is a fool” 

“the teacher, says john, is a fool” 

“Woman without her man is Nothing” 

“Woman, without her man, is Nothing” 

Woman, without her, Man is Nothing” 

“bababababababa” 

“bababa ba? Bababa” 

 

The Importance of Punctuation 

In the language of symbolic logic those same punctuation marks—

parentheses, brackets, and braces—are equally essential, because in 

logic compound statements are themselves often compounded 

together into more complicated ones. 

P●QvR is ambiguous.  

Either (P●Q)vR or P●(QvR)  

The difference in punctuation marks makes all the difference 

between truth and falsehood. 

 

“either” 

The organization will meet on Thursday and Anand will be elected or 

the election will be postponed.   

M●AvE 

Put Either to resolve the ambiguity 

Either the organization will meet on Thursday and Anand will be 

elected or the election will be postponed.  

(M●A)vE 

The organization will meet on Thursday and Either Anand will be 

elected or the election will be postponed.  

M●(AvE) 

Negation of disjunction 

The negation of the disjunction is often formed by the use of the 

phrase ‘neither-nor’. 

Either Erap or Pnoy was the greatest Philippine President. 

Neither Erap nor Pnoy was the greatest Philippine President. 

The Disjunction would be symbolized as E v P.  

Its Negation would be ~(E v P) or as ~(E) ● ~(P). 

 

“Both”  

“Both Erap and Pnoy are not…” = “Neither Erap nor Pnoy is…” 

But when we say, “Erap and Pnoy are not both…” – we are applying 

the negation to the pair of them taken together. “it is not the case 

that they are both…” 

Erap and Pnoy will not both be elected. = ~(E ● P)  

Erap and Pnoy will both not be elected. = ~(E) ● ~(P)  

 

If A and B are true statements and X and Y are false statements, we 

calculate the truth value of the compound statement 

~[~(A●X)●(Yv~B)]: 

~[~(T●F)●(Fv~T)]  = ~[~(F)●(FvF)] 

      = ~[T●F] 

        = ~ (F) 

         = T 

 

 


